




Nature has 
giveN us 

two ears 
desigNed to 

work  
together





a WorLd oF  
NatUraL soUND

The new CLEAR330 hearing aids from Widex are com-
pletely wireless. Like two ears, they can communicate 
with each other constantly. 

All the functions in CLEAR330 hearing aids are ad-
justed instantly and automatically depending on your 
listening environment. From soft sounds to louder 
sounds, you can always hear clearly.

If you’re in a noisy environment, amongst a crowd or 
at a dinner party for example, CLEAR330 makes it 
easier for you to single out someone speaking.

When combined with a unique range of wireless ac-
cessories, CLEAR330 makes some of the more difficult 
listening situations, such as watching television, listen-
ing to music or using your mobile phone, easier.  

CLEAR330 brings a world of natural sounds closer.



heariNg aid  
MoDeLs aNd CoLoUrs

The WIDEX CLEAR™330 series is available in a range 
of models – four Behind-the-Ear models and two In-
the-Ear models.

Your hearing care professional can help you choose 
the perfect hearing aid model for your specific hearing 
loss.
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Summer gold Shocking pink

Copper brown Lime green

Pearl white Sporty red

Metallic blue Mediterranean 
turquoise

All Behind-the-Ear models are available in our six 
standard colours. 

And two of our Behind-the-Ear models come in an ad-
ditional eight fantastic colours!
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Tan silk Titan grey

Cappuccino 
brown Winter silver



“CLEAR330 is really 
good. I experience the 
world as I usually do. 
There is no distortion 
or anything.”

(Male user, 70 years old)



easY ListeNiNg  
- NaturaLLY

A particular challenge for hearing aid users is dis-
tinguishing between speech and noise. Moving from 
one sound environment to another during the course 
of a busy day, you constantly come into contact with 
differing levels of noise – from soft sounds to loud 
sounds. 

CLEAR330 helps you better understand speech in 
these noisy situations.

And it can also help you locate sounds from the front 
or back.

Staying in sync
Because CLEAR330 hearing aids are communicating 
with each other, and because they do it instantane-
ously, any change you make to the volume or program 
shift in one hearing aid is replicated in the other. 

So access to natural sound could not be easier.



“This hearing aid is  
really pleasant  
because it doesn’t 
whistle.”

(Male user, 70 years old)



NatUraL CLear souNd

The natural sound you hear with CLEAR330 is of ex-
tremely high quality, and unwanted sounds are treated 
to ensure clarity and comfort of sound.

For instance, short and abrupt noise like the clink-
ing of plates or slamming doors can sound extremely 
uncomfortable to hearing aid users. CLEAR330 can 
actually detect these types of sounds and soften them.

Dealing with feedback or whistling too, is no problem 
for CLEAR330. The hearing aids communicate to each 
other any potential feedback and ensure that it is can-
celled in both ears.



FreeDoM oF ChoiCe

With CLEAR330 you have the freedom to enjoy a 
range of sophisticated features, all designed to help 
you get the best out of natural sound.

•	 A dedicated relaxation and tone program called IE 
Zen plays a range of random, harmonic tones that 
can help you relax. It can also help manage the ef-
fects of tinnitus.

•	 You can hear both landline and mobile calls in real 
time in both hearing aids with the PHONE+ feature.*

•	 You always know what program you are in, or 
whether your battery is low, as CLEAR330 tells you 
– using recorded speech or tones.

•	 Changing the volume in small or large steps is not 
a problem in CLEAR330. A flexible volume control 
can be adjusted so you always have comfortable 
sound.

*Model dependent



“My tinnitus is in the 
background. Zen really 
does help. It is a brilliant 
invention!”

(Female user, 64 years old)



the CoMPLete heariNg 
soLUtIoN

When you combine CLEAR330 with our assistive 
listening devices, you can enjoy watching television, 
listening to music or using your mobile – all completely 
wirelessly.

With the TV-DEX high-quality stereo sound goes from 
your television (or music player) directly to your hear-
ing aid. There is no delay or echo and you can enjoy 
uninterrupted sound for up to ten hours between 
recharging the battery.

You can also temporarily switch the hearing aid’s mi-
crophone off and hear the TV sound only – so you can 
enjoy your favourite TV programme without unneces-
sary background noise. 

RC-DEX

TV-DEX

M-DEX



With the M-DEX, you can connect directly with any 
mobile phone. So you can talk and hear mobile phone 
conversations directly in CLEAR330.

And perhaps the best thing about the M-DEX is a 
unique feature that allows you to turn the hearing aids’ 
microphones off temporarily – so you can concentrate 
on your conversation without being disturbed by sur-
rounding sounds.

The RC-DEX is a simple to use remote control that 
lets you easily control hearing aid functions – such as 
volume and programs. The RC-DEX is small enough to 
fit on a key ring.

“Telephone calls 
are easier because I  
don’t have to take my 
hearing aid out when I 
talk on my mobile.”

(Female user, 69 years old)
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Widex, Widex CLear330 and dex  
are trademarks of Widex a/s

at Widex We kNoW that heariNg Loss is 
CompLiCated. everY Case is INDIvIDUaL; 

everY soLutioN UNIqUe. 

BY FoCusiNg oN teChNoLogY,  
desigN aNd the eNviroNmeNt,  

We strive to FiNd Not oNLY the right 
soLutioN, But aLso the Most NatUraL 

soLUtIoN For heariNg aid users.
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